
RANGE
50 to 200 meters depending on model.

RELIABILITY
Protection against false alarms. 
Prevents risk of interference between 
2 barriers. Disqualification output (low level
receiver alert) for models 100 and 200.

MODULARITY
Modules can be stacked horizontally or 
vertically. Modules can be mounted in 
columns 1 meter in height.

EASE OF 
INSTALLATION
Products are ready to use and require 
minimal wiring.

DESIGN
Products are attractive, reliable and solidly
constructed.

PRINCIPLE
UNIRIS II and BIRIS II infrared barriers have a

transmitter control box and a receiver control

box. The transmitted beam signal is comprised

of 2 beams for UNIRIS II and of 4 beams for

BIRIS II. An alert is generated when all beams

are interrupted simultaneously. This operating

principle provides maximum protection against

false alarms that might otherwise be caused

by birds, small animals and falling leaves. 

UNIRIS II and BIRIS II have 4 selectable,

configurable channels.

NEW FEATURES

AND/OR CONFIGURATION FUNCTIONS   
Generally, for modular products comprised

of 2 cells, the 2 detection beams must be

simultaneously interrupted to generate an

alarm.

The AND/OR function in BIRIS II allows ge-

neration of an alarm when one OR the other

of the beams is interrupted, or when one AND

the other beam are interrupted. Thus, the pro-

ducts are better adapted to the requirements

of each site.

SELECTABLE AND CONFIGURABLE 
CHANNELS
If several infrared barriers are near each other

without being equipped with selectable

channels, the risk of interference among

them is greater.

In effect, a barrier that is not equipped with

selectable channels is incapable of distingui-

shing the infrared signals that it transmits and

those transmitted by another barrier.

Selectable channels allow installation of seve-

ral closely positioned barriers via superposition

or via alignment.

ALIGNMENT ASSISTANCE TOOLS
Beginning with the smallest model, a buzzer

and LEDs are integrated to verify the signal

level received by the receiver. Such tools

ensure the optimal adjustment of the opti-

cal alignment. Thus, the more precise the

alignment, the higher the performance

achieved: The detection performance is

maximized and the rate of false alarms is

reduced to its minimum.

APPLICATIONS
UNIRIS II and BIRIS II columns can be in-

stalled:

- indoors, (warehouse protection, supermar-

ket checkout lines, etc.) 

- outdoors (protection of private residences,

equipment lots, building facades, etc.)
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UNIRIS II
BIRIS II

Installation for surveillance on 
wall-tops
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS (IN MM)

- Infrared barrier dual-beam range 50 meters outdoors.

- Integrated alignment assistance tools (buzzer, LED).

- Configurable, selectable channels eliminating risk of interference 

among several closely positioned barriers. 

Idem UNIRIS II 50 +

- Infrared barrier quadri-beam range 50 meters outdoors

- Selection switch allows alignment of one cell at a time

Idem BIRIS II 50 +

- Infrared barrier quadri-beam range 100 meters outdoors

- Configurable AND/OR operator

- Disqualification switch output

Idem BIRIS II 100 + 

- Infrared barrier quadri-beam range 200 meters outdoors

- Alignment feedback

UNIRIS II 50

BIRIS II 50

BIRIS II 100

BIRIS II 200

UNIRIS II 50 BIRIS II 50 BIRIS II 100 BIRIS II 200

Exterior range 50m 50m 100m 200m

Interior range 125m 125m 250m 500m

Electrical consumption (T+R) 70mA 80mA 80mA 80mA

Power consumption heating (T+R –12Vdc) 170mA 340mA 340mA 340mA

Power 10.5 - 15Vdc

Light source 1 dual transmission cell 2 dual transmission cells

Pulsed infrared, wavelength 950 nm

Cells adjustable horizontally to +/- 90° and vertically to +/- 10° 

Detection mode Alarm when beams are interrupted (adjustable response time) 

Alarm information 1 Tamper switch

1 Alarm switch

1 Disqualification output time-delayed to 30 sec for models 100 and 200

Alignment Optical sight on cells, buzzer indicator for operating signal level

Alignment quality indicator light

Operating temperatures -25°C to +55°C

Protection Index IP65 (IP66 possible with special metallic cap)

INFRARED BARRIERS
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